Abstract. Emissive production and use of carbon tetrachloride (CCl4), one of the first-generation ozone-depleting substances, for China are highly significant, contributing about 54 % of global CCl4 emissions. We show that 89±6 % of the CCl4 enhancements observed at Gosan can be accounted for by fugitive emissions of CCl4 occurring at the factory level during the production of CH3Cl, CH2Cl2, CHCl3 and C2Cl4 (PCE) and feedstock and solvent use in chemical manufacturing industries.
Introduction
Carbon tetrachloride (CCl4) is a long-lived greenhouse gas and an ozone-depleting substance. Its emissive production and consumption are regulated under the Montreal Protocol on Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer and its Amendments (MP). After reaching a peak in the early 1990s, the atmospheric abundance of CCl4 has been decreasing at a rate of -4.9±0.7 ppt Cl yr -1 (Carpenter et al., 2014) due to the phase-out of CCl4 use in MP non-Article-5 (developed) countries. MP Article-5 30 (developing) countries, including China, were required to cease CCl4 production and consumption for dispersive applications by 2010. Because CCl4 production and consumption for non-dispersive use (e.g., as chemical feedstock and as a process agent) Atmos. Chem. Phys. Discuss., https://doi.org /10.5194/acp-2018-220 Manuscript under review for journal Atmos. Chem. Phys. Discussion started: 12 March 2018 c Author(s) 2018. CC BY 4.0 License.
is allowed, CCl4 continues to be produced and consumed alongside the increasing production of non-ODS chemicals (Carpenter et al., 2014) . At present, the global bottom-up CCl4 emissions derived from reporting countries are 3 (0-8) Gg yr -1 for 2007 -2013 (Carpenter et al., 2014 Liang et al., 2016) .
To verify these reported bottom-up estimates, independent CCl4 emission studies have used atmospheric observations and atmospheric transport models to derive "top-down" estimates. Using the most up-to-date estimates of CCl4 lifetimes in the 5 atmosphere, soils, and ocean (Liang et al., 2014 , Rhew et al., 2008 Butler et al., 2016) , the global top-down emissions to the atmosphere were calculated to be 40±15 Gg yr -1 . The top-down emissions estimate is significantly higher than the reported emissions, even taking into account the large uncertainties on the soil and ocean CCl4 sinks and how those sinks might change over time. A recent top-down study using a 3-D atmospheric transport model estimated mean global emissions of 30±5 Gg yr -1 in 2000-2012 based on the observed temporal trend and inter-hemispheric gradient of atmospheric CCl4 (Liang et al., 2014) . 10
The large discrepancy between bottom-up and top-down emission estimates implies the existence of unidentified sources and/or unreported anthropogenic emissions. Thus, the recent SPARC report (Liang et al., 2016) updated anthropogenic CCl4 emissions to at most 25 Gg yr -1 in 2014 based on re-consideration of industrial production processes, usage, and potential escape (Sherry et al., 2017) . These new bottom-up values contribute considerably to closing the gap between bottom-up and top-down emission estimates. However, the revised bottom-up estimate of 25 Gg yr -1 is still lower than the average SPARC-15 merged top-down emission estimate of 35±16 Gg yr -1
. Additionally, quantification of regional/country-scale and industrybased CCl4 emissions, which is crucial for establishing practical and effective regulation strategies, remains incomplete.
In an effort to resolve the apparent CCl4 budget discrepancy, this study presents a regional emissions estimate of CCl4 from China, one of the MP Article 5 countries in East Asia. Due to its recent and ongoing strong industrial growth, current emissions and changes in emission patterns are of special interest. In particular, recent studies based on atmospheric monitoring have 20 consistently reported a significant increase in the emissions of most halocarbons in East Asia (Vollmer et al., 2009 , Kim et al., 2010 , Li et al., 2011 . Top-down estimates of Chinese emissions for CCl4 have been made in previous studies using a Lagrangian inverse model based on ground-based monitoring data (Vollmer et al., 2009 ) and an interspecies correlation method based on aircraft observations (Palmer et al., 2003; Wang et al., 2014) . The estimates made by these studies were quite variable: 17.6±4.4 Gg yr -1 in 2001 (Palmer et al., 2003) , 18.0±4.5 Gg yr -1 in 2007 (Vollmer et al., 2009 ) and 4.4±3.4 Gg yr -1 in 2010 25 (Wang et al., 2014) . These studies were carried out before the complete phase-out of CCl4 production for emissive applications in China went into effect in 2010. Most recently, Bie et al. (2017) published an updated estimate of post-2010 bottom-up emissions for China made by starting from a previous bottom-up estimate of zero emission (Wan et al., 2009 ) and including the conversion of C2Cl4 emissions to CCl4 as well as a source of CCl4 from coal combustion smog. These recent estimates In this study, we present high frequency, high precision 8-year real time records of atmospheric CCl4 concentrations measured at the Gosan station (33° N, 126° E) on Jeju Island, Korea for 2008-2015. Using a tracer-tracer correlation method (Li et al., 2011 ) based on a top-down interpretation of the atmospheric observations, we estimate yearly emission rates of CCl4 for China and examine changes in those rates following the scheduled phase-out for CCl4 in 2010. Gosan station is known to experience Atmos. Chem. Phys. Discuss., https://doi.org /10.5194/acp-2018-220 Manuscript under review for journal Atmos. Chem. Phys. Discussion started: 12 March 2018 c Author(s) 2018. CC BY 4.0 License. air masses arriving from a variety of different regions (Kim et al., 2012) , such that their emissions footprints cover an area from north-eastern China down to south-eastern China below the Yangtze River, the most industrialized region in China. We also analyze the measurements of 17 other anthropogenic compounds to identify key industrial sources of CCl4 emissions and their potential locations using a Positive Matrix Factorization model in combination with trajectory statistics (Li et al., 2014) .
Data overview 5
Gosan station (GSN) is located on the remote south-western tip of Jeju Island, south of the Korean peninsula (72 m above sea level). This station is well situated to allow monitoring of long-range transport from the surrounding region. Wind patterns at GSN are typical of the Asian Monsoon, with strong predominant north-westerly and north-easterly continental outflows of polluted air from fall through spring, clean continental air flowing directly from northern Siberia in wintertime, and pristine maritime air from the Pacific in summer (Fig. S1 ). High-precision and high-frequency measurements of 40 halogenated 10 compounds including CCl4 were made continuously every two hours from 2008 to 2015 using a gas chromatography-mass spectrometer (GC-MS) coupled with an online cryogenic pre-concentration system ("Medusa") as part of the Advanced Global Atmospheric Gases Experiment (AGAGE) program. Precisions (1σ) derived from repeated analysis (n = 12) of a working standard of ambient air are better than 1 % of background atmospheric concentrations for all the compounds, e.g. ± 0.8 ppt (1σ) for 85.2 ppt of CCl4. The measurements are mostly on calibration scales developed at the Scripps Institution 15 of Oceanography (SIO). The 8-year observational record of CCl4 analyzed in this study is shown in Fig. 1 . It is apparent that pollution events (red dots) with significant enhancements above "background" levels (black dots) occur frequently, clearly implying ongoing emission of CCl4 in East Asia. The background levels were determined using the statistical method detailed in O' Doherty et al. (2001) . Note that the "background" concentrations at GSN agree well with the background concentrations observed at a remote background station in the Northern Hemisphere and are declining at a similar rate to the global trend 20 (Fig. S3) . The magnitude of pollution data analyzed in this study was defined as the observed enhancements (red dots in (Siebert et al., 2004) and has previously been applied to other halogenated compounds (Li et al., 2014; Reimann et al., 2004 ). An elevated concentration at an observation site is proportionally related to both the average concentration in each grid cell over which the corresponding air mass has travelled and the air mass trajectory residence time in the grid cell. This allows the method to compute a residence-time-weighted mean concentration for each grid cell by simply superimposing the back trajectory domain on the grid matrix. We used 6-day 30 kinematic backward trajectories arriving at 500 m altitude above the measurement site calculated with the HYbrid Single meteorological information from the Global Data Assimilation System (GDAS) model with a 1°×1° grid cell (Li et al., 2014) .
The residence times were calculated by the methods of Poirot and Wishinski (1986) . To eliminate low confidence level areas, we applied a point filter that which removed grid cells that had less than 12 overpassing trajectories (Riemann et al., 2004) .
The resulting map of potential source areas for CCl4 in East Asia (Fig. 2) shows that the emission sources are widely distributed in China, but are particularly concentrated in north eastern China and south-central China (approximately Shandong, Henan, 5
Hubei, and Guangdong provinces). These provinces include industrialized urban areas containing intensive industrial activities such as chemical manufacturing. Note that this statistical analysis has little sensitivity to emissions from southwest China due to the limits of the typical 5 to 6-day back-trajectory domain of the HYSPLIT model. Additionally, this method tends to underestimate the inherently sharp spatial gradients in the vicinity of emission hot-spots, because its calculation scheme distributes the measured concentrations evenly throughout the grid cells over which a trajectory has passed (Stohl, 1996) . 10
Nonetheless, it is clear that the CCl4 emission sources in East Asia were predominantly located in China.
To identify pollution events influenced solely by Chinese emissions, we classified an event as Chinese if the 6-day kinematic back trajectories arriving at GSN had entered the boundary layer (as defined by HYSPLIT) only within the Chinese domain, which was defined as a regional grid of 100-124° E and 21-45° N ( Fig. S4(a) ). This analysis classified 29 % of all observed CCl4 pollution events in 2008-2015 ( Fig. S4(b) ) as Chinese. An additional 46 % of all trajectories were affected by China plus 15 another country. These blended air masses were excluded from the determination of Chinese emissions.
Using observed interspecies correlations to estimate country-based, top-down CCl4 emissions
In this study, we use an interspecies correlation method to estimate emissions of CCl4 from China, analogously to many recent emission studies (e.g., Kim et al., 2010; Li et al., 2011; Palmer at al., 2003; Wang et al., 2014) . In this method, the emission rate of a co-measured compound of interest can be inferred based on its compact empirical correlation with a reference 20 compound whose country-scale emission has been well-defined independently. This empirical ratio approach provides a simple yet comprehensive method for estimating the regional emissions of almost all halogenated compounds measured at GSN and minimizes the uncertainties inherent in more complex modeling schemes. This method is particularly useful for compounds such as CCl4 for which bottom-up inventories indicate close to zero emissions and/or clearly have large errors, which would make it difficult to define a prior emissions required for inverse modeling. However, the ratio method is restricted by its core 25 assumptions: that the emissions of the reference and target compounds are co-located and that the reference emissions are well-known. The interspecies ratios we observed at GSN showed statistically significant correlations for many compounds at national scales (Li et al., 2011) , suggesting that overall these core assumptions were satisfied in this study. An adequate reference compound should be a widely used industrial species with high national emission rates, allowing for robust and compact correlations with many other species and low uncertainties in its own emission estimate. The reference compound 30 was chosen by examining the observed relationships of enhancements of CCl4 above baseline versus enhancements above baseline for 25 other halocarbons in air masses classified as Chinese. We found that the ΔCCl4/ΔHCFC-22 ratio (0.13 ppt/ppt) Atmos. Chem. Phys. Discuss., https://doi.org /10.5194/acp-2018-220 Manuscript under review for journal Atmos. Chem. Phys. Discussion started: 12 March 2018 c Author(s) 2018. CC BY 4.0 License.
showed one of the most significant correlation (R 2 = 0.72, p < 0.01) (Fig. S5) . Furthermore, given that China has been the largest producer and consumer of HCFCs since 2003, and that the production of HCFC-22 accounts for more than 80 % of all Chinese HCFC production (UNEP, 2009), HCFC-22 is the best suited reference compound for China. Additionally, strong
Chinese HCFC-22 emissions have been determined from atmospheric observations and inverse modeling in previous studies (Kim et al., 2010; Li et al., 2011; Stohl et al., 2010; An et al., 2012; Fang et al., 2012) derived from atmospheric measurements at GSN using an inverse technique based on FLEXPART Lagrangian transport model analysis (Stohl et al., 2010; Fang et al., 2014) . These estimates ranged from 89 Gg yr -1 in 2011 to 144 Gg yr -1 in 2015. The uncertainty in the top-down estimates was 30 %, mainly due to an assumed uncertainty of ±50 % in the annual prior emissions used for the inversion calculation (Fig S6) . Then the empirical correlations between the observed enhancements of CCl4 and. ) and were much lower than both the two previous results (Palmer et al., 2003; Vollmer et al., 2009) to uncontrolled use/production leading to emissions of stored CCl4 before the scheduled restrictions went into effect.
Interestingly, this increase in our emission estimates was also consistent with the increase by about 20 Gg yr -1 in the total annual production of CCl4 in China from 2008 to 2010. The production increase was mainly due to increase in feedstock production sector, i.e., raw material production for non-ODS chemicals ( 
Industrial source apportionment of atmospheric CCl4 in East Asia
To identify the key industrial CCl4 sources, we used the Positive Matrix Factorization (PMF) model (Li et al., 2014) . In contrast to the previous analysis, here we included all events of CCl4 enhancement observed at GSN thereby representing better characterization of emission sources throughout East Asia and not just in China. The PMF model has been widely used to 15 identify and apportion sources of atmospheric pollutants (Guo et al., 2009; Lanz et al., 2009 , Li et al., 2009 Choi et al., 2010) .
PMF is an optimization method that uses a weighted least squares regression to obtain a best fit to the measured concentration enhancements of chemical species (details in SI text) and to resolve the number of "source factors" controlling the observations. A brief mathematical expression of the model is given by Eq. (1):
20
where xik represents enhanced concentrations in the time series of the i th compound at the k th sampling time; gij is the concentration fraction of the i th compound from the j th source; fjk is the enhanced concentration from the j th source contributing to the observation at the k th time, which is given in ppt; eik is the model residual for the i th compound concentration measured in the k th sampling time; and p is the total number of independent sources (i.e., the number of factors) (Paatero and Tapper, 1994) . The number of source factors is an optimal value determined based on the R-squared that measures how close the 25 predicted concentrations are to the observed enhancements of 18 species including not only CCl4, major CFCs, HCFCs, HFCs, PFCs, SF6, carbonyl sulfide (COS), but also CH3Cl, CH2Cl2, CHCl3, and PCE to account for potential chemical intermediate CH3Cl being co-emitted in smog from coal combustion (Li et al., 2003) . The latter case is the least likely given that COS, a major coal burning tracer, does not contribute to this factor. A recent study (Li et al., 2017) showed that the chemical industrial emissions of CH3Cl in China (363±85 Gg yr −1 for 2008-2012) are comparable in magnitude to the known global total of anthropogenic CH3Cl emissions from coal combustion and indoor biofuel use. The second source factor also accounts for a large fraction of CCl4 (32±4 %) and shows high percentages for several compounds: 72±18 % of CH2Cl2, 59±11 % of CHCl3, 10 39±10 % of CFC-11, and 51±12 % of HFC-23. Note that CH2Cl2, CHCl3, and CFC-11 can all be produced as by-products of chlorination and are used as intermediates or solvents in chemical manufacturing, along with CCl4. In addition, CCl4 is a common feedstock for CH2Cl2 production (Liang et al., 2016) and is also used in CFC production (Wan et al., 2009) . CCl4 released as a by-product during the chlorination process is also readily converted back to CHCl3 (Chen and Yang, 2013).
CHCl3 can be used as a feedstock for HCFC-22 production. This is consistent with this second factor also being distinguished 15 by a high contribution of HFC-23, because HFC-23, of which the Chinese emissions account for ~70 % of total global emissions (Kim et al., 2010; Li et al., 2011) , is a typical by-product of HCFC-22 generation (Fang et al., 2015) . Thus, HFC-23 is emitted at factory level from the regions where chemical manufacturing industries are heavily located. Therefore, the fact that the observed enhancements of HFC-23, CCl4, CH2Cl2, CHCl3, and CFC-11 are grouped into the second factor by the PMF analysis implies that this factor most likely represents fugitive emissions of these compounds at the factory level during various 20 chemical manufacturing processes in China. The third source factor is distinguished by 19±1 % of CCl4 and 95±2 % of PCE and can possibly be explained by advertent or inadvertent co-production and escape of CCl4 during industrial C2Cl4 production and/or fugitive emissions of CCl4 being used as a chlorination feedstock for C2Cl4 production. The spatial distribution (Fig.   S8 ) of the first three source factors derived from trajectory statistics (SI text) are similar, covering areas in and around Guangzhou of Guangdong, Wuhan of Hubei, Zhengzhou of Henan, and Xian of Shaanxi province. This is consistent with the 25 PMF analysis, confirming that CCl4 emissions from China are more strongly associated with industrial processes than with population density. The three emission sources accounting for 89±6 % of CCl4 enhancements observed at GSN can be considered as dispersive emissions of CCl4 at the factory level due to inadvertent by-production, feedstock usage for production of chlorinated compounds, and intermediate/solvent use for chemical processes. The fourth factor is characterized by high percentages of CF4 (50±9 %) and COS (94±24 %). COS is mostly emitted from coal and biomass burning as well as various 30 industrial processes including primary aluminum production (Blake et al., 2004) . The aluminum production industry, particularly in China, is a well-known emission source of PFCs (Mühle et al., 2010) . About 9±4 % of CCl4 enhancements are attributed to this factor. The fifth source factor is characterized by high percentages of HFCs (89±1 % of HFC-125, 78±1.3 % of HFC-32, 52±1.4 % of HFC-143a, and 43±5 % of HFC-134a). These compounds are used in air conditioning and Atmos. Chem. Phys. Discuss., https://doi.org /10.5194/acp-2018-220 Manuscript under review for journal Atmos. Chem. Phys. Discussion started: 12 March 2018 c Author(s) 2018. CC BY 4.0 License. refrigeration applications and are predominantly produced in China (Fang et al., 2016) . Their azeotropic blends, such as R-410A (50 % HFC-32, 50 % HFC-125 by weight), R404A (52 % HFC-143a, 44 % HFC-125 and 4 % HFC-134a), R-407C (23 % HFC-32, 52 % HFC-134a, 25 % HFC-125) and R-507A (50 % HFC-125 and 50 % HFC-143a), are also increasingly used in China (Fang et al., 2016) . The small percentages of contributions of these fourth and fifth sources to CCl4 enhancements are not statistically significant when considering the uncertainty range, but may suggest that CCl4 is emitted to some extent by 5 coal fired power plants located close to primary aluminum smelters and to production facilities for air-conditioning systems and refrigerant units. It is notable that the sixth, seventh, and eighth factors do not contribute to the observed CCl4 enhancements. The description of the last three factors is given in the Supporting Information.
Conclusions
The 8 A factor analysis combining the observed concentration enhancements of 18 species was used to identify key industrial sources for CCl4 emissions. Three major source categories accounting for 89±6 % of CCl4 enhancements observed at GSN were identified as by-product/feedstock emissions from (1) CH3Cl production plants and (2) PCE production 15 plants, and (3) fugitive emissions from feedstock use for the production of other chlorinated compounds (e.g., CH2Cl2 and CHCl3) and from solvent/process agent use. These sources are consistent with the bottom-up CCl4 emissions pathways identified in SPARC (Liang et al., 2016) : feedstock and process agent usage (Pathway A denoted in (Liang et al., 2016) ) and CCl4 production from CH3Cl and PCE plants (Pathway B in (Liang et al., 2016) ). However, our current analysis is limited in its ability to distinguish other potential pathways, such as industrial and domestic use of chlorine and legacy emissions from 20 landfill and contaminated soils. SPARC estimated 2 Gg yr -1 of CCl4 emissions for Pathway A and 13 Gg yr -1 for Pathway B, globally, with contributions from China of 0.7 and 6.6 Gg yr -1 , respectively. Our analysis shows that the relative contributions to the observed CCl4 enhancements due to fugitive emissions from feedstock and process agent use (factor 2) and from CH3Cl and PCE related emissions (factors 1 and 3 combined) are 32±4 % and 57±4 %, respectively. If we assume that the relative contributions of the two pathways correspond to the emission rates from the corresponding sources to the total Chinese 25 emission rate (23.6±7.1 Gg yr -1 for the years 2011-2015), CCl4 emissions associated with CH3Cl and PCE plants are estimated to contribute 13±4 Gg yr -1 , which is two times larger than the SPARC bottom-up estimate for Pathway B in China. For the emissions from feedstock and process agent usage (Pathway A), the difference between the SPARC estimate of 0.7 Gg yr -1 and our estimate of ~7±2 Gg yr -1 is even more significant. Although this analysis has many uncertainties, it suggests that the emissions from feedstock and process agent usage could be even more severely underestimated than the emissions associated 30 with CH3Cl and PCE production plants. This seems plausible, as evaporative losses of CCl4 during its use as feedstock and/or process agent and from storage reservoirs of factories are easily overlooked and very poorly constrained. Therefore, Atmos. Chem. Phys. Discuss., https://doi.org /10.5194/acp-2018-220 Manuscript under review for journal Atmos. Chem. Phys. 
